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Overview

• Introduction to HEC-LifeSim
• Targeted warning issuance
• Demonstrating the effectiveness of non-structural measures
• Estimating the potential loss of life of itinerants along roads
• Closing remarks



Introduction to HEC-LifeSim



Shift from empirical methods to 
continuous simulation

Source: USBR, 2014 Source: Aboelata et al. 2002



Components of HEC-LifeSim

Flood routing module Warning & evacuation Loss of life



The warning timeline



Questionnaire
Total of 52 questions to address each 
block of the warning timeline
Questionnaire was developed by Sorenson 
and Mileti from the USA that considers:
• Existing emergency plans
• First public alert that would be issued
• How warnings are disseminated
• Level of preparedness
• Personal characteristics of the people 

that could be flooded
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(IF NO to 8) What i s  the name and ti tle of who does? ________

(If YES to 9c) Where? ________

Do you have a staffed contact point that operates 24 hours per day 7 days a week to receive 
threat information from those who might detect it?

What would trigger sending a first alert or warning to the public? ________

How would you know when the trigger i s  reached? ________

Which of the following flood threats could affect your community: 

Dam breaches?

Control led dam releases? 

Levee breach or overtopping?

Flash flooding?

Riverine flooding?

Do your plans, procedures, or other written documents classify threat levels into different 
categories (for example, flood watch and flood warning), and specify different public actions 
for each level? Here’s an example (SHOW MATRIX CARD) of what I mean. 

Do you have a hazard-specific warning plan for flooding including breach scenarios?

Do you have a hazard-specific standard operating procedures for flooding including breach 
scenarios?

Other flood types?

(IF YES) What other flood types? ________

Are the boundaries identified for the areas of your community that would be flooded for the full 
range of potential flood scenarios? 

Do you have a general emergency plan? 

Do you have a general warning plan or annex to a general plan?

Do you have standard operating procedures for warnings? 

Is  the respons ible person or pos i tion wri tten down?

(If YES to 8d) Where?

Would responsibilities pass from one person to another if someone were not available to 
perform their first alert or warning roles? 

(If YES to 9) How would i t be done? ________

(If YES to 9) How would the people involved know how to do i t?

(IF YES to 9) Is  how to do i t wri tten down? ________

Is a particular person or position responsible for getting a first alert or warning out to the 
public? 

(If YES to 8) What i s  thei r name and ti tle? ________

(If YES to 8) Do they have lega l  authori ty to do so?



Example of warning inputs
Warning issuance

Warning diffusion

Mobilisation



Running HEC-LifeSim

• Randomly samples the inputs 500 times (specified by user) to represent 
the spectrum of possible outcomes

• HEC-LifeSim simulates all 500 possibilities and provides a spread of the 
life safety consequences

• Helpful for understanding the spread of potential outcomes



Example outputs

Scenario 1 Scenario 2



Example outputs



Targeted Warning Issuance



Targeted warning issuance

• Run a sample size (n > 20) of iterations and calculate the average PLL for 
each segment of road and structure

• Thematically map the structures and roads to identify concentrated 
areas of PLL



Targeted warning issuance



Targeted warning issuance

Base case Targeted warning issuance



Implementation of Non-Structural 
Measures



DamGuard

• Challenge in quantifying the dam safety risk benefits of non-structural 
measures

• WaterNSW have implemented a system called DamGuard to improve the 
detection of dam safety incidents

• We applied HEC-LifeSim to quantify the benefits of improved monitoring 
and advanced detection of dam safety incidents



Changes to the warning timeline



Changes to potential loss of life



Implementation of a total flood warning 
system

• Maximise warning lead time
• Expand the reach of warnings 

through use of a variety of 
dissemination media

• Make best use of available flood 
intelligence

• Improve flood awareness
• Develop and share evacuation plans



Implementation of a total flood warning 
system

• We were able to reduce the 
potential loss of life by improving 
some of these elements

• The potential loss of life was 
sensitive to warning lead time 
and the mobilization rates of the 
population in a short timeframe



Estimating the life loss of itinerants 
along roads



How do we estimate life loss along roads?

• What do we do if we are looking at a structure that only affects a road 
immediately downstream?



Inputs

• Time series of gridded depths and velocities at 5 – 15 minute intervals

• Structure inventory to represent surveyed traffic volumes

• Road network to represent transport linking

• Start and end definitions of traffic flow



Step 1 – Identify key hazard areas

• Import time series of gridded data

• Identify the hazardous regions (red 
polygon)

• Obtain traffic volume data



Step 2 – Assign population at risk

• Create dummy structures (green houses)

• Input the day time and night time traffic 
volumes as a PAR estimate



Step 3 – Destinations

• Place destination points (yellow stars) 
on opposite ends of the roads

• Assign destination zones (yellow stars) 
outside of the inundation zone



Step 4 – Roads

• Road attributes and network are 
imported from Open Street Maps (in-
built feature of HEC-LifeSim)



Step 5 – Evacuation parameters

• Vehicles are warned throughout the 
duration of the simulation

• Evacuate the dummy structures at a 
constant rate ≈ uniform traffic flow



Step 6 – Estimate potential loss of life

• Run HEC-LifeSim for a number of 
iterations until model convergence is 
demonstrated. Typically between 100 to 
1,000 iterations depending on the 
complexity of flooding and transport 
network



Roads PLL Example



Results

 



Closing remarks



Closing remarks

Advantages
• Provides more robust results
• Independent and freely available software
• Updated by USACE (currently developing an updated version)
• Complex enough to produce consistent results but simple, quick and easy 

to apply
Limitations
• Requires two-dimensional hydraulic grids at regular intervals
• Not all regional roads have traffic volume data



Closing remarks

HEC-LifeSim can be a valuable tool when large capital investment 
decisions are on the line because it can lead to more robust, justified and 
prioritised risk-based asset management

Can be used to explore the effectiveness of emergency action plans and 
other non structural measures

Provides dam owners and practitioners with a consistent and adaptable 
framework that can easily test sensitivities of a range of different inputs
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